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On student government

(Continued from page 4)

A Committee on MIT Re-
possibilities has been set up to
investigate the operations of the
MIT Corporation. I'm wait-
ing to see how many people will
actually join, try to do some
objective research, and put their
place theirchetnic is. I'm
particularly curious to see if
anyone believes that the
Corporation is doing a good job
will join. These task forces are
supposed to put together ob-
jective research and recom-
nendations, but what they won't
work if both sides aren't heard.

The Open House Committee
is another good example. The
issue: how should MIT relate to
Cambridge and/or to its alumni.
Just how many people are inter-
estied in enough in that question
to even call up to try to get more
information.

In my column last week, I
tried to explain how desperate
we are for people. Since then,
I've made contact with three
more people. It's a beginning. If
you'd like to help, need infor-
mation, or want to talk about
the GA, please call me at
x1461 or x2696.

The GA Committee meeting
at 8:00 Tuesday is open, as is
the Agenda Committee's
meeting at 8:00. Room 400 in
the Student Cen-

On Tuesday, we will be
electing a new Executive Committee
member. If you're interested, I
must ask you to come to talk
with the present members. We
are: Wells Eddleman (Baker;
x1566); Andrew Himsworth (TX;
267-6287); John Kryzwyki
(MacG; x1461); Dave Slesinger
(Baker; x3161); and me (MacG;
x1461, x2696).

Faculty members plan
MIT Phi Beta Kappa

By Curtis Reeves

A small fraction of the 200
members of the faculty who
are also Phi Beta Kappa
together met Wednesday to
select a committee to draw up
a set of by-laws to set a date
for the installation ceremonies
for the MIT chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa.

Elected Chairman of the com-
mittee was Professor William F.
Bottiglia, head of the Depart-
ment of Foreign Literatures
and Linguistics. Professor Bottiglia
also served as chairman of the
committee which applied to
FER for the chapter.

Elect technical school.

In an interview with Bottiglia
yesterday, he explained why it
was MIT that became both the
first school of technology and
the first school that does not
offer a bachelor of Arts degree
to receive authorization to
organize a chapter.

"We know that
MIT applied for a chapter as
early as 1945 and then again in
1946. And, in 1959, the Dean
of Residencies Frederick Fassett
inquired, "Are there going to be
applications?"

With this working against him,
Professor Bottiglia, who had
already worked on a committee
to get a PBE chapter at the
University of Wisconsin, enlisted
the help of Professor Neil Hart-
ley (Secretary of the Faculty
and Institute Archivist) and
others. A report on MIT's
qualifications for establishing a
chapter was submitted, and in
December,1968, word was re-
ceived that MIT was one of
nineteen schools approved for
further study.

As economist from Oberlin
College and a mathematician
from Hunter College spent two
days at MIT interviewing the
administration, as well as faculty
and students.

"At this point," said
Bottiglia, "we thought we
wouldn't get a break."

The Senate of PKB was given
a favorable report, and decided
to recommend that a chapter be
granted. At the national meeting
held September 9-11 at the
University of Indiana, the chap-
ter was finally approved by the
delegates from the member
colleges. This body must ap-
prove all new entries into the
innovation.

Pass-fail

Bottiglia sees problems for
PBE at MIT because of the
American pass-fail and the senior
option of taking a pass-fail course.
"It's a bit like working with graduates
who are applying for fellow-
ships," he said.

To qualify for membership, a
student must do at least three-
ths of his four years in work
that Phi Beta Kappa regards as
liberal.

IM referee set during TC-BSU game

(Continued from page 1)

Most participants at the
Tuesday IM meeting agreed it
was "fairly run." The Council
reached the decisions outlined
above and overturned the forfeit
ruling, instead declaring the
game "no contest."

Discover oil...at the same time discover
the possibilities for your career in the oil
industry. With our complete line of
service products, we've come a long way
since our only product was well transportation
fuel...our research at Standard has produced
products as diverse as mastic for
marijuana and polyphenylamine. Discover
for yourself how much more we do...and
where you fit in.

Present positions available for MBA's are in
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS & PLANNING
Discover the opportunities open to you at
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, who will be on
the Tech campus for interviews October 23, 1970.
Contact your placement office for further
details.
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